Vocabulary

**BECAUSE OF WINN-DIXIE**
Chapters 21 - 26

Match each vocabulary word from the story, *Because of Winn-Dixie* to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

1. complicated a. not rough
2. appreciate b. having wavy edges
3. strummed c. putting things in a particular spot
4. gentle d. to become larger in size
5. myths e. played music by moving your fingers across strings
6. frilly f. showing good manners or respect for others
7. swollen g. stories that are believed by many but is not true
8. swayed h. to be grateful for something
9. arranging i. to be grateful for something
10. polite j. to be grateful for something

Preview
Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.
Match each vocabulary word from the story, 
Because of Winn-Dixie, to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

1. complicated  
   a. not rough

2. appreciate  
   b. having wavy edges

3. strummed  
   c. putting things in a particular spot

4. gentle  
   d. to become larger in size

5. myths  
   e. to move back and forth slowly

6. frilly  
   f. hard to understand or explain

7. swollen  
   g. played music by moving your fingers across strings

8. swayed  
   h. showing good manners or respect for others

9. arranging  
   i. stories that are believed by many but is not true

10. polite  
    j. to be grateful for something
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